
 



Concert program 

 

Louis Nicoll (piano)  

Prelude and Fugue in C Sharp Minor Book 1- Johann Sebastian Bach 

Johann Sebastian Bach’s compositions have continued to be 

centrepieces of the repertoire for classical musicians today. Prelude and 

Fugue in C Sharp Minor the fourth prelude and fugue in book 1 of The 

Well-Tempered Clavier, a collection of 48 preludes and fugues by the 

composer. 

 

Un Sospiro- Franz Liszt 

Franz Liszt was a Hungarian composer and piano virtuoso, whose 

impressive abilities inspired rock-star like admiration across high society 

in Europe in the nineteenth century. The melody of Un Sospiro moves 

between the right and left hand, against a backdrop of cascading 

arpeggios.  

 

Louis Hurley (tenor) accompanied by Louis Nicoll 

Die Forelle- Franz Schubert  

Nacht und Träume- Franz Schubert 

Franz Shubert was a prolific composer of lieder, a form of art song which 

uses the interaction between voice and piano to convey the words of 

German poets. Die Forelle (The Trout) is a sprightly song about a 

fisherman hunting down a trout. He is unsuccessful until he muddies the 

waters of the riverbank, confusing the trout and allowing it to be 

captured. Nacht und Träume (Night and Dreams) is about exactly that, 

the respite of sleep and the imagery which visits us in dreams. 

 

 



 

O Waly Waly- trad, arr. Benjamin Britten 

The Ploughboy- trad, arr. Benjamin Britten 

Benjamin Britten was well known for his arrangements of traditional 

English folk songs. O Waly Waly and The Ploughboy are especially 

famous examples of Britten’s work.  

 

Sophie Marcheff (guitar) 

Fantasia (1957)- Roberto Gerhard 

Roberto Gerhard (1896-1970) was a Catalan-born composer who went 

on to study in Germany with Schoenberg and who became one of 

Spain’s biggest champions of contemporary music. Fantasia was 

composed in 1957 while Gerhard was in exile in Cambridge, England. 

The piece is driven by Spanish rhythms, is highly guitaristic, indicative of 

Gerhard’s close work with Julian Bream, and exhibits elements of 

bitonality. * 

 

Sonate in C, op. 15 (ca. 1800)- Fernando Sor 

Fernando Sor (1778-1839) remains one of the most well-known 19th-

century composers in the guitar repertory. Though a Spanish composer, 

this work – as well as several of his larger guitar works – are composed 

in the style of the single-movement Italian opera overture of the 18th 

Century, as represented by Cimarosa, Paisiello and Sarti. * 

* Notes written by Sophie Marcheff 

 

Sam Colcheedas (piano) 

The Island Spell- John Ireland  

The Island Spell is the first of three pieces composed by John Island 

over 1912-1913, under the title of Decorations. The accompanying 

pieces are entitled Moonglade and The Scarlet Ceremonies. Ireland was 



heavily inspired by the French Impressionist movement and composers 

such as Maurice Ravel and Claude Debussy.  

 

Polonaise Op.53 No.6- Frédéric Chopin  

Frédéric Chopin was a Polish virtuosic pianist and composer. Over the 

course of his lifetime, Chopin wrote over seventy variations built on 

traditional Polish folk dances such as the Polonaise and Mazurka.   

 

Andre Sasalu (baritone) accompanied by Sam Colcheedas  

Utro- Sergei Rachmaninoff  

Utro (Morning). "I love you!" Daybreak whispered to day. And, while 

enfolding the skies, blushed from that confession, and a sunbeam, 

illuminating nature, with a smile sent her a burning kiss. 

And the day, as if still doubting, the fulfilment of his most cherished 

dreams, descended over the land, and with a smile dried, her glittering 

tears like rows of diamonds. 

 

Schlafendes Jesuskind- Hugo Wolf  

Hugo Wolf was an Austrian composer who is remembered as one of the 

major composers of lieder. Schlafendes Jesuskind translates as The 

Sleeping Christ-Child.  

 

Elspeth Bawden (soprano) accompanied by Louis Nicoll 

Chi bel sogno di Doretta- Giacomo Puccini 

Chi bel sogno di Doretta is an aria from the first act of Puccini’s opera La 

Rondine (The Swallow). The setting is a cocktail party hosted by a 

courtesan named Magda. A poet named Prunier speaks of his theories 

on love. He sings the first verse of a song about a girl named Doretta, 

who believed in true love and so rejected an offer of marriage from a 

King. Magda takes over and finishes the song, describing how Doretta 

fell in love with a poor student.  



Steal Me Sweet Thief- Gian Carlo Menotti  

Steal Me Sweet Thief is an aria from Gian Carlo Menotti’s 1939 radio 

opera The Old Maid and the Thief. An uninvited guest shows up at Miss 

Todd and Laetitia’s house and refuses to leave. They suspect he is an 

escaped convict from a nearby prison. After a week, Laetitia realises that 

what she really wants is to leave with Bob and start a new life with him.  

 

The Holy City- Stephen Adams 

Stephen Adams is the pseudonym of composer Michael Maybrick. The 

Holy City is one of the most popular English sacred songs.  

 

Bridgitte Arancibia (violin) and Daniel Arancibia (guitar) 

 

Silent Night- Franz Xaver Gruber  

The First Noel- Davies Gilbert  

All I Want For Christmas Is You- Mariah Carey, Walter Afanasieff 

 

Program notes written by Stella Joseph-Jarecki 

 

 

WITH THANKS 

 

A big thank you to Chris Watson, musical director of Trinity Choir, for 

generously lending Trinity Chapel to us for this concert, and helping out 

with all the logistics.  

Thank you to all the wonderful performers for donating their time and 

fabulous skills for this concert.  

And thank you again for coming, your generous donations will go to the 

NSW Rural Fire Service as they tackle this devastating bushfire season.  



Bios 

 

 

 

Concert organiser- Stella Joseph-Jarecki 

Stella Joseph-Jarecki is a writer and classically-trained soprano who is 

slightly fanatical about writing about music. She would love to work to 

break down the intimidating cloud which can hover above the world of 

classical music and opera for many young people. In 2018 she 

completed her Honours thesis on film scores of 1940s Hollywood films 

(focusing on the work of Erich Wolfgang Korngold), and is particularly 

interested in researching the relationship between music and drama. In 

October of 2019, Stella established Fever Pitch Magazine, an online 

newsletter for young musicians, music therapists, educators, composers 

and arts administrators. It can be found at: 

https://feverpitchmagazine.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Performers 

 

 

 

Louis Nicoll 

Louis Nicoll is a classical pianist based in Melbourne. He completed his 

Bachelor of Music with first class honours in 2018. During his studies, 

Louis was awarded numerous scholarships from the University of 

Melbourne including the M&E Kefford Scholarship and the Sir William 

McKie Traveling Scholarship, as well as winning Melbourne Youth 

Orchestra’s ‘Virtuosity’ competition in 2016. Since graduating, Louis has 

performed internationally, touring Mozart’s music in China with 

Australian International Productions, as well as performing regularly with 

Ensemble Goldentree. When he isn’t practicing, Louis likes to read, 

cook, and worry about practicing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Louis Hurley  

Louis Hurley is a tenor currently based in Melbourne, Australia. Louis is 

the recipient of many awards and scholarships, most recently he won 

the 2019 Royal Melbourne Philharmonic Aria Competition and was 

awarded the Hans & Petra Henkell Award from the 2019 National 

Liederfest. He was also selected as a semi-finalist in the 2019 IFAC 

Australian Singing Competition, and is a member of Melbourne Opera’s 

Richard Divall Emerging Artists Programme. 

Louis’ roles in operas and scenes include Albert Herring (Albert Herring), 

Pluton (Orphée aux enfers), Acis (Acis & Galatea), The Earl of Essex 

(Gloriana), Bardolfo (Falstaff), Candide (Candide), Vašek (The Bartered 

Bride), Lensky (Eugene Onegin), Prologue/Quint (Turn of the Screw) 

and Lysander (A Midsummer Night’s Dream). Louis made his debut at 

the Wigmore Hall in 2018 in a recital of Schubert Part Songs with 

Graham Johnson OBE, as well as his Barbican Hall debut in the UK 

Premiere of Dead Man Walking by Jake Heggie, alongside Joyce 

DiDonato and the BBC Symphony Orchestra. In 2020 Louis will be 

performing the roles of Jaquino in Fidelio and Don Basilio in Le nozze di 

Figaro for Melbourne Opera. 

 



 

 

Sophie Marcheff 

Sophie Marcheff is a performer, researcher and teacher based in 

Melbourne and a recent graduate of the Melbourne Conservatorium of 

Music. Sophie is especially interested in performing contemporary 

classical music, having performed increasingly with the Melbourne 

Conservatorium of Music’s New Music Studio over recent years. This 

interest is matched in Sophie’s research, which has centred on avant-

garde Australian music of the 1960s and 1970s, and this year has 

focused more closely on guitar music of that time.  

2019 has also seen Sophie’s debut performance with the Melbourne 

Symphony Orchestra in the second concert of the annual Metropolis 

New Music Festival, and with new music ensemble Rubiks Collective. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Sam Colcheedas 

Sam Colcheedas is currently resident pianist for the South Melbourne 

Symphony Orchestra. He has performed in and around Victoria as a 

soloist, orchestral pianist and chamber musician and also travelled more 

recently to Italy to perform alongside highly regarded Italian pianist 

Edoardo Lenza in a piano duo recital. He also has performed numerous 

times live on air for 3MBS as a soloist and an associate artist, most 

notably as a competitor for 'The Talent' series 2, 2018.  

As an avid chamber musician, he works extensively with other pianists 

performing and recording the great piano duo repertoire such as Fauré's 

Dolly Suite, Rachmaninov's 6 Morceaux op.11 and Ravel's Mother 

Goose Suite. As a composer he has been commissioned organisations 

such as The Royal Society of Victoria, where in 2019 he premiered his 

solo piano work 'It's getting dark now' at Parliament House Victoria for 

National Science Week. Other works include his climate change inspired 

piece 'A wayward Zephyr' (2017) that was commissioned by The Carlton 

Connect Initiative for the exhibition 'Naturophilia' with artist Peter Sharp. 

More recently, his Aromatic Fantasy for String Quartet (2019) was 

premiered by the Invictus Quartet and was said to be “...melodic and 

stunningly evocative” - FeverPitch Magazine (November, 2019).  



 

 

Andre Sasalu  

Andre Sasalu is a baritone with a keen interest in art song, chamber 

music, and queer art and theatre, Andre is always involved in a number 

of small-scale projects (as well as a couple of bigger ones!) that explore 

the repertoire less-travelled and/or reimagine and re-contextualise more 

iconic works.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Elspeth Bawden 

Elspeth Bawden discovered her love for music when she was a child, 

and began performing at the age of 10. Since then, she has studied at 

the Melbourne Conservatorium of Music, been offered places of study at 

the Royal College of Music and the Royal Academy of Music in London, 

and has performed across Australia and Europe as both a chorister and 

soloist. She sang with the Scots’ Church in Melbourne for three years, 

performing in works such as Handel’s Messiah and Bach’s B Minor 

Mass. In 2016, Elspeth joined the Australian Chamber Choir (ACC) and 

travelled on their European tour, performing in Italy, Germany and 

Austria in 2017. Since then, she has been the soprano soloist for 

Mozart’s Requiem in 2018, and St John’s Passion in 2019. 

This year, alongside solo concerts in Melbourne and regional Victoria, 

Elspeth has performed with Melbourne Octet, Stefan Cassomenos and 

has recorded for video game and Japanese anime soundtracks. 

 

 

 



 

 

Bridgitte and Daniel Arancibia 

Husband and wife duo Bridgitte and Daniel Arancibia both graduated 

from the Masters of Music Performance Teaching at The University of 

Melbourne in 2018. Daniel the guitarist and Bridgitte the violinist enjoy 

sharing their passion for music, community and performance with their 

students. 

  


